
31 August 2017 – English Rhyme Recitation Competition 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

An Inter

class BLOOMS on Thursday, 

recited poems on our country India, 

Leaders with zeal. They were dressed up beautifully in tri

coloursarees and suits, costume of soldiers and crisp white 

kurta

aura was brimming with such patriotic energy that instilled the 

same feeling in the audiences and the judges. Each of the 

participants presented the poems confidently and was really a 

tough decision for the judges to finalize the winners.

 

The winners of the competition were:

 

ANANYA SAXENA

MANNAT SINGHAL

MAYANSHI AHUJA

MISHKA BINDLISH

MISHKA KAPUR

PARTH YADAV

MEHER SUDANA

AMISHI

RAHINI SINGHAL

AVYUKT ARORA

SAANVI TIWARI

CHHAVI TOMER

KUSHAGRA 

YASHVARDHAN

KAAVYA RAJGARHIA

KINJAL KALRA

YERIK TYAGI
 

English Rhyme Recitation Competition - Patriotism

An Inter-class rhyme recitation competition was organised for 

class BLOOMS on Thursday, 31 August 2017. The students 

recited poems on our country India, National Flag, 

eaders with zeal. They were dressed up beautifully in tri

coloursarees and suits, costume of soldiers and crisp white 

kurta-pyjamas with tri-colour stoles, wrist bands and props. The 

aura was brimming with such patriotic energy that instilled the 

same feeling in the audiences and the judges. Each of the 

participants presented the poems confidently and was really a 

tough decision for the judges to finalize the winners.

e winners of the competition were: 

NAME CLASS POSITION 

ANANYA SAXENA UKG-B FIRST 

MANNAT SINGHAL UKG-E FIRST 

MAYANSHI AHUJA UKG-E FIRST 

MISHKA BINDLISH UKG-A SECOND 

MISHKA KAPUR UKG-B SECOND 

PARTH YADAV UKG-C SECOND 

MEHER SUDANA UKG-D SECOND 

AMISHI BHATIA UKG-A THIRD 

RAHINI SINGHAL UKG-B THIRD 

AVYUKT ARORA UKG-B THIRD 

SAANVI TIWARI UKG-D THIRD 

CHHAVI TOMER UKG-A CONSOLATION

KUSHAGRA 

YASHVARDHAN 
UKG-A CONSOLATION

KAAVYA RAJGARHIA UKG-B CONSOLATION

KINJAL KALRA UKG-E CONSOLATION

YERIK TYAGI UKG-E CONSOLATION

Patriotism 

class rhyme recitation competition was organised for 

August 2017. The students 

lag, National 

eaders with zeal. They were dressed up beautifully in tri-

coloursarees and suits, costume of soldiers and crisp white 

nd props. The 

aura was brimming with such patriotic energy that instilled the 

same feeling in the audiences and the judges. Each of the 

participants presented the poems confidently and was really a 

tough decision for the judges to finalize the winners. 
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